
WRITING A GOOD THESIS STATEMENT FOR AN ARGUMENTATIVE

ESSAY TOPICS

A good argumentative thesis is centered on a debatable topic. Back in the '80s, Read How to Write a Persuasive Essay
That's Convincing.

Give your readers a reason to read your paper! Original thesis: Socialism is the best form of government for
Kenya. There should be an alternative to measuring the abilities while exams will be banned. Keep revising
until the thesis reflects your real ideas. While there is a lot of useful and educational information on the
internet, parents should regulate the internet use of their children. Interested in picking up a few more tips
about debating issues and perfecting the art of persuasion? In a Rogerian argument explained in pages that
follow , your thesis should bring both sides of the issue together. Revised thesis: Not just empty stories for
kids, fairy tales shed light on the psychology of young children. Example: Good vs. We have three categories
of essays: expository, analytical and argumentative. Americans not everyone , the morning routine not the
evening , weight maintenance, and high blood pressure prevention. International companies having their
factories in the developing countries provide thousands of people with work and stable income. Why is
European travel good? Supporting details can be discussed in depth later in the essay's body paragraphs that
follow the introduction. Although they bear some similarities, the differences between Judaism and
Christianity are remarkable and cause massive disputes until today. You should provide a thesis early in your
essay -- in the introduction, or in longer essays in the second paragraph -- in order to establish your position
and give your reader a sense of direction. Defining the Thesis Statement What is a thesis statement? The
feeling of uselessness and depression makes millennials search for a better place to work and live. In the heart
aching novel Of Mice and Men, we see the upsetting nature of human life as the sense of loneliness becomes
dominant in all main characters. See similar articles. Click To Tweet Picking a side is pretty much the whole
entire point of an argumentative essay. The federal government should not have access to the personal
information we state online and should not be able to use it. Homeschooling is an effective way of educating
children as it gives an opportunity to focus on personal strength and weaknesses, make emphasis on the
particular subjects a child has an interest in, and adapt the studying approach to the most convenient for a
child. Clarity Your thesis statement needs to be clear such that anyone reading your paper can quickly see it.
Space debris is a serious threat to our planet and there should be more information and publicity on the topic.
A better example of a thesis would be: 'Teenagers under eighteen years of age should not have driving licenses
as most are not mature enough to handle the responsibility of driving. Your thesis should be limited to what
can be accomplished in the specified number of pages. Redistribution of money spent on the space programs is
needed. A good thesis statement will accomplish the same thing. Any Subject. For a longer essay, you need a
thesis statement that is more versatile. Even though there are some examples of successful people without a
college degree, everybody should go through this stage of self-development. The phenomenon of higher
education will be replaced by online courses and seminars in the nearest future as it is a more effective
approach. Translation fails multinational companies make have a serious impact on the sales revenue. There
should be a law that balances out this inequality. Types of Claims for Thesis Statements Cause and Effect The
thesis statement is argumentative highlighting how a particular person, or event has caused certain things to
transpire. In this way you will tell your reader why your take on the issue matters. Now, you have a compass
for your entire paper, keeping you safely on course.


